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DISHWASHERS

CYCLE COUNTER

Now that the 918 series and the DishDrawer have cycle counters on them it is important
for us to have all warranty claims for these product with the number of cycles written on
the claim form.  This is to go in the box for serial number of failed compressor box on
the claim form.   If you are unable to decipher the hexi decimal code just write in the
hexi decimal code itself.

It is also important for our Warranty data that the fault code for 918 and 818
dishwashers be included in the Electronic Fault Display Detailed Fault Code box on the
claim form.

Example of Claim Form Section:

ELECTRONIC FAULT DISPLAY DETAILED FAULT CODE F5
REFRIGERATION SIM FAULT CODE
SERIAL NUMBER OF FAILED COMPRESSOR 256
MOBILITY SCOOTER’S KILOMETRE READING
PHOTOCOPIERS ETC METER READING

DISHDRAWER

AIR PUMP

In the early version of the Service Manual we describe how to service the lid seal air
pump.   This is no longer necessary as individual spare parts are no longer available.  If
an air pump fails then just replace the entire pump.
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MICROSWITCH LEVER KIT

If you come across any microswitch levers that are not operating correctly in the field
there is now a kit available for just the lever and the tensioning spring.  The Part Number
is 525896.    Previously the Electronic Controller Assembly had to be replaced.

PARTS TO BE RETURNED

The Range & Dishwasher Division is now including Freepost self addressed stickers
with DishDrawers parts they require back from the field.  Please fill in the enclosed form
and have these sent direct to Dunedin.

F1 FAULT

If you come across a DishDrawer with an F1 fault and it is only displayed in the one
drawer, do not assume that it was that particular drawer that failed.  There are two
switches on the flood switch, one for the top drawer and one for the bottom drawer.
Depending on how quickly water filled the base pan will depend on whether both or
only one drawer faults.  Normally both switches will activate at the same time or, only
one drawer will be in operation at one time.
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